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Dickens And 
Ireland
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Self-portrait of Daniel Maclise, aged 23; front is piece to W. Justin O’Driscoll, A Memoir 
of Daniel Maclise, R.A (1871).

Dickens was familiar with the Irish theatrical tradition, and peformed 
in Dion Boucicault’s Used Up in 1848. He also loved Irish poetry and 
ballads, particularly Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies, which he often 
sang with his friend, the Cork artist Daniel Maclise (1806-70), who 
painted many portraits of Dickens and his family.

His intimate knowledge of London ensured that Dickens was familiar
with the Irish working classes, who appeared as minor (often 
unnamed) characters in his fiction. Indeed his two weekly journals, 
Household Words and All the Year Round, contained many pieces 
about Irish history and culture. 

Irish politics also attracted Dickens. In his early years as a journalist 
he coveredthe speeches of Daniel O’Connell (who reputedly threw 
his copy of The Old Curiosity Shop out of a train window when he 
read the death of Little Nell).

In the 1860s Dickens was facinated by Fenianism, and on a visit to 
Dublin he accompanied the police on a night-time excursion, in 
search of a reported riot. It never materialised, and Dickens was 
able to report to a friend ‘Tremendous success in Ireland... not with
standing the Fenian alarms’. 

Dickens was a renowned figure in Ireland,
and was well acquainted with key aspects
of the island’s culture and people.

Dickens befriended the Irish artist Daniel Maclise in 1838. In the 
1840s they were frequently together at parties, theatre outings, and 
country expeditions, and remainded lifelong friends. They both 
loved Irish songs, and Dickens consulted his friend on Irish turns of
phrase. Maclise also excuted illustrations for three of Dickens’s 
Christmas Books.

Charles Dickens, ‘On Duty with Inspector Field’, Household Words 3 (14 June 1851), p. 267.

In 1851 Dickens wrote a sensational journalistic piece for Household Words, 
which described a night-time excursion in the company of Inspector Charles 
Field, a member of the newloy formed Dective Police. In a visit to a tramps’ 
lodging house he singles out the Irish occupants, describes their living 
conditions, and reflects their conspicuousness among London’s labouring 
classes.

Fenianism held a peculiar fascination for Dickens, who followed the progress
of this Irish republican movement, in both England and Ireland, with great 
interest, and some trepidation. Cartoonists in the English illustrated journal 
Punch depicted the Fenians as brutalised, violent, and poised to bring 
destruction to the innocent of England.

‘The Fenian Guy Fawkes’, in Punch 53 (1867), p. 263, by John Tenniel (1820-1914).


